SOLE FUNCTION OF THE PROPHET: DELIVER QURAN

Repeatedly, the Quran employs "the double negative" to emphasize that Muhammad had NO function EXCEPT delivering Quran:

"You have NO duty EXCEPT delivering (Quran)" (42: 48)

"Your ONLY duty is delivering (Quran), while we will call them to account." (13: 40)

"The messenger has NO function EXCEPT delivering (Quran) and God knows whatever you declare, as well as whatever you conceal. Say, 'The good and the bad are not the same, despite the abundance of the bad.' Therefore, you shall observe God, O you who possess intelligence, that you may succeed." (5: 99-100)

Unfortunately, those who refuse to believe that Quran is the ONLY SOURCE OF RELIGIOUS GUIDANCE are much more abundant than those who believe.

(see also 16:35, 82; 24:54; 29:18; 36:17; & 64:12)